Teacher Guide
Cyberchase Fractions Quest is an immersive, story-based game combining a high-stakes adventure
with a research-based approach to fractions learning. Created for use in Grades 3 and 4, the game is
designed for play in both schools and homes, and can be played in a browser on desktops or laptops.
There are five major fraction content areas covered in Cyberchase Fractions Quest – fair shares,
unit fractions, non-unit fractions, equivalent fractions, and comparing and ordering fractions. Players
learn about fractions in three important contexts; area/region, set, and number line.

Grade
Grades 3 - 4

Subject

Duration

Elementary Math
- Introduction and
Review of Fractions

10-20 minutes
per game

System Requirements
Windows 10+
Browsers:
• Edge - Latest
(minimum version 18)
• Chrome - Latest
• Firefox - Latest
RAM:
• 4+ GB RAM recommended

Mac OS 10.13+

Chromebook

Browsers:
• Chrome - Latest
• Firefox -Latest
• Safari - Latest

OS:
• Chrome OS - Latest

RAM:
• 4+ GB RAM recommended

Processor:
• 2+ Ghz
Browsers:
• Chrome - Latest
RAM:
• 2+ GB RAM
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Key Design Features
Narrative-Driven Learning

All fractions learning occurs in an engaging
problem solving mode. Players face fun,
interesting, and exciting tasks that, as they solve
them, help to achieve a goal within the story, like
setting a character free or advancing to another
cybersite.

Foundational Vocabulary

Early on in the game, players begin to hear and
use fraction vocabulary before any notation takes
place. This is the natural developmental sequence
that children are most successful with.

Versatile Contexts

Players learn about fractions as equal parts in
the contexts of area/region (shapes), set (groups
of objects), and on a number line. This learning
design helps players develop flexible thinking as to
what fractions are and how they can be used.

Individualized Tutorials

To help facilitate player independence, each game
section begins with a tutorial practice problem that
explains the content and mechanics of that section
as players solve it.

Supportive Scaffolding

As players solve problems, they are automatically
supplied leveled prompts, clues, and specific
helpful hints to support their learning as needed.
Different levels of play are available for almost
all of the game sections, and levels automatically
adjust based on player performance throughout
the game.

“Hands-on” Learning

Players experience many “hands-on” activities using
virtual manipulatives to create fractions by cutting,
moving, and coloring various shapes and objects
within the narrative context of the game. This
applied and creative use of fractions knowledge
helps players develop a deeper understanding.

Reading and Writing Fractions

Players learn to read written fraction notation
and words, as well as write fractions with proper
notation.

Estimation

Estimation is a key idea in any number learning.
In Cyberchase Fractions Quest, players engage
in estimation activities to help develop fraction
number sense and an understanding of the
magnitude of fractions.

Assessment and Review

Assessment and cumulative review are embedded
in the game in the problem sets that players
encounter, the dedicated assessment pieces that
players complete as they move from site to site,
and in the final summary assessment at game end.
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How to Play
Goal

The villainous Hacker has divided up the
CyberSquad and stranded the members on four
different cybersites. Meanwhile Hacker steals items
from each site, but for what purpose? Players
need to travel across Cyberspace, using fractions
knowledge to complete fun tasks at each site,
enabling them to rescue the four members of the
CyberSquad, thwart Hacker, and solve the mystery.

Implementing the Game:
Suggested Modes of Play
Preparation
Play the game a few times to familiarize yourself
with the content and mechanics.
Whole Class Introduction
Introduce the game by playing as a whole-class,
projecting it onto a screen or whiteboard. This is
a good way for players to become familiar with
the overview and game mechanics while also
reviewing basic fraction ideas before having them
work individually or in pairs/small groups. Involve
players in as many decisions as possible during the
demonstration. For example, have students vote
on answers or take turns controlling the game.
Beyond the whole class introduction, the
game might be used in a variety of different
implementations:

Homework
Assigning the game as homework is another good
strategy for providing additional practice and
individualizing the learning experience.
Remote Learning
Cyberchase Fractions Quest can be played remotely
by students. Teachers can demo the game
remotely to the whole class via screen share, and
students can still be assigned to play the game
outside of class time.
Fractions Quest as a Component
of an Overall Program
By checking in with students and their parents
about their progress, teachers can make decisions
about how and when to provide additional support
and instruction with other materials outside the
game. For example, if students are having difficulty
with a particular idea, the concept and even the
specific problems encountered in the game can
be worked on with a student or small group using
concrete material activities, drawings and pictorial
work, as well as paper and pencil assignments.
If a basal math series is in use, Cyberchase Fractions
Quest can be used as an opportunity for continued
practice in a fun and engaging way as well as
review or extension.

Individually
After an introduction, individual play is ideal so that
players can learn at their own pace and experience
the individualized scaffolding as needed. Be sure to
have students use headphones to take advantage
of the game audio.
Partners/Small Group
To facilitate collaboration and discussion about
fraction ideas, pair students or have them work
in small groups to play the game together. Small
group and partnering lends itself well to math lab
structures and student choice opportunities.
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Game Sections

Cyberchase Fractions
Quest
Game
Flow
CyberChase
Fractions
Quest
Game
Flow
Cybersite #1:
Ecotopia

Cybersite #2:
Castleblanca

Cybersite #3:
Aquari-Yum

Cybersite #4:
Radopolis

Fair shares

Unit & non-unit
fractions

Equivalent fractions

Comparing and
Ordering Fractions

Area: Estimate, identify
and divide single objects
equally to make rafts for the
stranded animals.
Set: Identify and divide sets
of foods equally between the
stranded animals.

Review and Assessment
Fair shares and the language
of fractions

Estimation: The player
scans the Cybersite by doing
a series of estimation
problems in the area and
number line contexts.
Area: Identify and divide
objects into unit and then
non-unit fractions to create
custom cakes for demanding
party guests.
Set: Identify, create, and
divide sets based on unit and
then non-unit fractions to
distribute party favors to
monster kids.
Number Line: Estimate,
explore, and identify unit and
then non-unit fractions on a
number line to bob for
monster items way weirder
than apples.

Estimation: The player
scans the Cybersite by doing
a series of estimation
problems in the area and
number line contexts.
Area: Identify and divide
objects such as circles and
rectangles to fix the
damaged cone trees.
Set: Identify, create, and
divide sets based on
equivalent fractions to send
animals to eat the taco
toppings and unblock the
cave.
Number Line: Estimate,
explore, and identify
equivalent fractions on a
number line to prep the
scuba tank to rescue Inez.

Review and Assessment
Review and Assessment
Fair shares, Unit fractions,
Non-unit fractions

Fair shares, unit fractions, non-unit
fractions, equivalent fractions

Estimation: The player
scans the Cybersite by doing
a series of estimation
problems in the area and
number line contexts.
Area: Identify and divide
objects such as circles and
rectangles to create and
order pieces of half pipe to
repair the Radopolis skate
park.
Set: Identify, create, and
divide sets to shoot tools to
friends who are repairing the
track.
Number Line: Estimate,
compare, identify, and order
fractions on a number line to
mark places on a map where
repairs are needed.

Final Review
and Assessment
Fair shares, unit fractions, non-unit
fractions, equivalent fractions,
comparing and ordering fractions
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Learning Outcomes
Player Experience

Players are introduced to the game through
an overview of the whole story and mission as
explained by one of the characters. As players land
on each cybersite they receive an explanation of
the task from another member of the CyberSquad.
They participate in a tutorial which helps them
learn both the fraction concept and the mechanics
of that particular task.
As players move across Cyberspace they will find
themselves helping animals, monsters, and cyber
folks. They’ll be serving up food, distributing and
packing toys, while cutting up a variety of shapes
into fractions, creating fraction shapes and sets,
separating groups of items, labeling and naming
fractions, coloring fraction segments, inputting
fraction numbers on keypads, placing fractions on
number lines, and selecting appropriate shapes,
numbers, and locations, all to learn about fractions
in an active, engaging way as they participate in
the adventure of Cyberchase Fraction Quest! As
players complete each task, they are awarded stars
they collect as well as pieces of a blueprint for
something mysterious Hacker is building.

The Cybersites

Players travel across Cyberspace stopping
at four cybersites; Ecotopia,
Castleblanca, Aquari-yum, and
Radopolis. On each site their job
is to rescue a CyberSquad
character by completing the
fraction-based tasks there.
Each site focuses on a different
fractions idea; as play continues
at each successive site, concepts
remain in the game for review. Play
begins on Ecotopia.

Ecotopia (Fair Shares)

Players are introduced to the concept of fractions
through the idea of fair shares, emphasizing
the idea that fractions are equal parts. In order
to rescue Jackie, players need to successfully
complete two fair shares games, first, an areabased game and then a set-based game. These
first two games only have one level of play. There
is a strong emphasis on introducing and using
fractions vocabulary to describe the parts players
manipulate. These games must be played in a
specific order to unlock the assessment – area then
set.

Space Coupe Travel (Ongoing Review
and Assessment)

After a player completes the tasks on a cybersite,
they enter their cybercoupe and begin travel to the
next cybersite, removing space junk that Hacker
has left in their path to try and stop them. Players
remove the space junk by completing fractions
tasks, which form an assessment reviewing the
concepts from the previous sites to ensure players
are ready to move on. If players demonstrate
a need for additional review, they return to the
previous site for more practice.

The Estimatron (Estimation with Fractions)

After they land on a site, but before players
begin tasks on Castleblanca and the other
cybersites, they first train on the “estimatron,” a
device that helps players develop number sense
and magnitude about fractions by estimating
with fractions on a number line and in an area
context. Players always receive feedback on their
estimates. What is considered a “good” estimate?
On Castleblanca estimates within 20% of the
exact number are acceptable. As players becomes
more experienced with fractions estimation,
the expectation is that estimates become more
accurate, narrowing the acceptable range to within
15% on Aquari-Yum, and finally 10% on Radopolis.
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Learning Outcomes Cont.
Castleblanca (Unit and Non-Unit Fractions)

To rescue Matt from Castleblanca, players need
to play three unit and non-unit fractions games:
an area game, a set game, and a number line
game. Each game has three different levels. In
these games, players begin to create, read, and
write about unit fractions (numerators of 1) and
then non-unit fractions (numerators of 2 or more).
These games must be played in a specific order
before boarding the cybercoupe to unlock the
assessment – area, set, then number line.

Aquari-yum (Equivalent Fractions)

The idea of writing or describing a fraction in more
than one way is the focus here. ¾ of a candy bar
can also be described as 6/8, if the number of
sections is correct, because the amount is still the
same. Players complete three games on Aquariyum: an area game, a set game, and a number line
game to rescue Inez. Each game has three different
levels. These games can be completed in any order,
but all need to be completed before the player can
leave the cybersite and complete the assessment
onboard the cybercoupe.

Radopolis (Comparing and
Ordering Fractions)

Unit, non-unit, and improper fractions are all
read, written, assigned, compared, and ordered
in this final unit as Digit is rescued. Players once
again encounter an area game, a set game, and a
number line game, each with three different levels.
These games can be completed in any order, but all
need to be completed before leaving the cybersite
and completing the assessment onboard the
cybercoupe.

The Boss Battle (Final Assessment
and Review)

Now that all of the CyberSquad has been rescued,
players head for home, but must use their
cumulative fractions knowledge to complete some
final assessment tasks to get by Hacker’s lastditch attempt to stop them – a Giant Hacker Robot
that he built using the items he stole from each
Cybersite.

Standards: Common Core
State Standards for Mathematics
Develop understanding of fractions as
numbers.
1. G3.NF.1: Understand a fraction 1/b as the
quantity formed by 1 part when a whole is
partitioned into b equal parts; understand a
fraction a/b as the quantity formed by a parts
of size 1/b.
2. G3.NF.2: Understand a fraction as a number
on the number line; represent fractions on a
number line diagram.
1. G3.NF.2.a: Represent a fraction 1/b
on a number line diagram by defining
the interval from 0 to 1 as the whole
and partitioning it into b equal parts.
Recognize that each part has size 1/b and
that the endpoint of the part based at 0
locates the number 1/b on the number
line.
2. G3.NF.2.b: Represent a fraction a/b on
a number line diagram by marking off a
lengths 1/b from 0. Recognize that the
resulting interval has size a/b and that its
endpoint locates the number a/b on the
number line.
3. G3.NF.3: Explain equivalence of fractions
in special cases, and compare fractions by
reasoning about their size.
1. G3.NF.3.a: Understand two fractions as
equivalent (equal) if they are the same
size, or the same point on a number line.
2. G3.NF.3.b: Recognize and generate
simple equivalent fractions, e.g., 1/2 =
2/4, 4/6 = 2/3. Explain why the fractions
are equivalent, e.g., by using a visual
fraction model.
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Standards: Common Core
State Standards for Mathematics Cont.
3. G3.NF.3.c: Express whole numbers as
fractions, and recognize fractions that are
equivalent to whole numbers. Examples:
Express 3 in the form 3 = 3/1; recognize
that 6/1 = 6; locate 4/4 and 1 at the same
point of a number line diagram.
4. G3.NF.3.d: Compare two fractions
with the same numerator or the same
denominator by reasoning about their
size. Recognize that comparisons are
valid only when the two fractions refer
to the same whole. Record the results of
comparisons with the symbols >, =, or <,
and justify the conclusions, e.g., by using a
visual fraction model.

Extend understanding of fraction
equivalence and ordering.
1. G4.NF.1: Explain why a fraction a/b is
equivalent to a fraction (n × a)/(n × b) by using
visual fraction models, with attention to how
the number and size of the parts differ even
though the two fractions themselves are the
same size. Use this principle to recognize and
generate equivalent fractions.
2. G4.NF.2: Compare two fractions with different
numerators and different denominators,
e.g., by creating common denominators
or numerators, or by comparing to a
benchmark fraction such as 1/2. Recognize
that comparisons are valid only when the two
fractions refer to the same whole. Record the
results of comparisons with symbols >, =, or
<, and justify the conclusions, e.g., by using a
visual fraction model.

Build fractions from unit fractions
by applying and extending previous
understandings of operations on whole
numbers.
1. G4.NF.3: Understand a fraction a/b with a > 1
as a sum of fractions 1/b.
1. G4.NF.3.a: Understand addition and
subtraction of fractions as joining and
separating parts referring to the same
whole.
2. G4.NF.3.b: Decompose a fraction
into a sum of fractions with the same
denominator in more than one way,
recording each decomposition by an
equation. Justify decompositions, e.g., by
using a visual fraction model. Examples:
3/8 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 ; 3/8 = 1/8 + 2/8 ; 2
1/8 = 1 + 1 + 1/8 = 8/8 + 8/8 + 1/8.
3. G4.NF.3.c: Add and subtract mixed
numbers with like denominators,
e.g., by replacing each mixed number
with an equivalent fraction, and/or by
using properties of operations and
the relationship between addition and
subtraction.
4. G4.NF.3.d: Solve word problems involving
addition and subtraction of fractions
referring to the same whole and having
like denominators, e.g., by using visual
fraction models and equations to
represent the problem.
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FAQ
Can a user’s progress be saved?

User progress data is saved with their log-in and
can be transferred from one computer to another.

Can Cyberchase Fractions Quest be used on
smartphones and tablets?
At this time, Cyberchase Fractions Quest is only
playable on Macs, Windows, and Chromebooks.

How long does each game take to play?

Each game takes approximately 10-20 minutes; the
whole adventure takes roughly 30-60 minutes.

Is this game backed by research?

Cyberchase Fractions Quest is a product of the U.S.
Department of Education Institute for Education
Sciences SBIR program. The team includes
FableVision Studios, WNET New York Public Media,
and Education Development Center. Bob Krech is
the project content lead. Project advisors are Dr.
Robert Siegler and Dr. Geetha Ramani. Cyberchase
is a production of THIRTEEN Productions LLC for
WNET.
This product is based upon work supported by
the U.S. Department of Education under purchase
order number IES-17-C-0032. Any opinions,
findings, conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this publication are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views
or policies of the Department of Education.

Who should I contact for questions or
technical issues?
FableVision Games
support@fablevisiongames.com

FableVision Games is run by FableVision Studios. For more information, visit fablevisiongames.com.
© 2020 FableVision Inc.
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